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ROFESSIONS IN A TECHNOLOGICAL AGE

~;;JJ1-,the, eye of history the~ most remarkable thing about our time will surely be the

qy,Da-mic:'forces of. science and technology.

. _:~"WLthin ,two Of, three decades have occurred, the most amazing developments. Nuclear

Jissi9Jl_~speUs doom or promises limitless energy, according to one's outlook. In this .very .

~bJtYL,w~~hi~ recent weeks, the incredible advances of ,biology havt;l been demonstrated. In

jy:itrg,-fer~ilisation (the ~t tube baby) is with us. Human- tissue transplantation is a bUsy

-'?ail¥,".reality. Artificial insemination processes have produced, we are told, 10,000 of our

JE!llo:w,~cit!zens. T~e ,cloning of plants and prize bulls is now, so it is suggested, perfectly

fe.asible",for human kind. A recent A"B.C. talI<: programme (which many of you will have

·;lleard) suggested that the time is not far off when medical science w~ll permit, by the

frozen storage and· -transplantatio~ of the human ovum, a woman to become, genetically,

~her'_ownc.rnother.

";,However, the development of the computer, the 'miniaturisation of. the 'microchip',

"'!.he:.'-linkage of computers by telecommunications and the revolution in information

:~~ciences;;'puts even these developments in the shade. It has been said that we are at the

Drihk:'of ,8" new industrial revolution more dynamic even ,than the first. By a most

temarkable 'combination of transistor tech.nology 'and photo reduction techniques, the

.970s saw.", mov.es towards ~he miniaturisation of computers. By i?roce~es o.f photo

.;:."ed~ction .100,000 transistors' can be integrated with circuits crammed in~o a single

.,~;quar.ter':'"inchof silicone. This silicone 'chip', the 'microchip', seems every day capable of

~ontaining more and more data, retrievable at increasing speeds and dimishing .costs. A

'",raph.iciUustratiqn of ~he variety and pace of change in information technology was cited

the ,Law.' Reform Commission's discussion paper on Privacy and Personal Information.
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Cost per function of a chip has been drB.-matic~lly reduced by more than 10,000 fold

in something like 15 years

Satellite cost per circuit year, 1965 - $30,000; 1980 - $700

Satellite earth terminals, 1965 - $100,000; 1979 - $12,000; 1980 - $i,OOO

Bytes of memory, 1964 - $2.00 byte; 1978 - .05

A single optic fiber 1/5th the thickness of a human hair can do the work of 10,000

ordinary telephone wires. 1

All of us have' begun to feel the products of this new electronic age. When we trRvel, we

rely on it for bookings and for keeping the airlanes safe. By satellite we can enjoy;

instantaneously, the Wimbledon thrills and tantrums. Word processors have begun to

invade our offices. Our accounting is increasingly linked to time recording devices whi~~~;:'

also permit an assessmet'l:t of our efficiency. Some of us are beginning to use the

proc.edures for client files. Otryers to r.etrieve- an unavailable article stored -ina Chicago

. data base and instantaneously accessible through the O.T.C. MIDAS system.

But if you think all this is remarkable, in the 'Words.of the' showman, "You,'airi1t

seen nothingr' We stand poised on the brink of a new age which presents cha-Uenges~-·:,,:~

opportunities and dangers: including for the p~ofessions. Within the last week -cit",'so

major automobile produ.~~r has announced the intended ,closure of its large Sydney ;plaht~::/'

Hundreds o"f jobs (possibly thousands) are in doubt. The cost of modernisation of the ,pli1nf-::~r',~

to take advantage of new -computerised techniques was said to be too high. In any~case/5:,::::;X:'

the new techniques would themselves make many of the jobs redundant. According:-to?:~t'y

Newsweek, last 'week:

••• for the first time the new techn?logy has made robots cheaper and; more+t,

efficient than many of th~ir human counterparts: for an hourly 'wage' of- just:

$4.60, the average 'cost of maintaining them, they' perform tedious,'::-8jl(::r:~

dangerous work with a high degree of reliability. The ,average human wOf:k~r;o'~C

an automobile assembly line by contrast, earns $16 an hour.2

We in the professions are said to be different. We have our training. We have our degree

We have our skills. We have .judgment. We are well regarded and generally well respeet~

We have our histories. Our leaders command the highest positions in the country;-:But,:l"~c".

to you that we are not going to be immune from the impact of the new -informa~:i

technology. We alone will not escape the implications of the computerisationof :soc,~,e:

and the dynamic force of ·the microchip. The question we must face is ,wh:ethe'i~"f

Australian professions are prepared for the radical changes to their role Bhd:rUIi,c1-(

which computerisation will ineVitably bring. I want to suggest to you that they ~e_.~~~::·
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_, computerisation of the healing professions (medicine, dentistry,

';b"~ut"iCS, veterinary science and so on) has already begun. Hospitals, for example,

~<~~Jf.O_~~r to computerisation. In .this city and in other major Australian cities, the

t~r'~aHon of hospital and health records is well advanced. Last week, in a talkback
,>

nt"ilfe: to -Perth, I was told of one woman who presented at a general hospital with a

"::;3,~i1irient and who was confrontl?d in a few minutes with the full details of B

'~~9n-:~at a Perth psychiatric hospital 15 years before, under her mai~en name. The

.~riJagesof -bulk, inaccessibility, unretrievability and -e"'Pensive manual files

e~I!:_::':Nith:-the advent of the computer. Its memory is indelible. Its storage capacity is

p.y·\!Jmjtless.

:':~::'?::~:'S6.~far,. computerisation of hospital and medical records has proceeded in the

''fi'diLot>m'eaIcal administrators but with members of the medical profession at their
'C", ,.:"- ";'" ' •

6'()~:!~~The .dangers to individual privacy in the timeless, limitless storage of highly
':</.:-'.: ".'.,
;nsitlilk "and som'etimes redundant or outdated information has its own problems. But

-,s~7._;ar,_i:!c"jlot specificB1ly problems for the professions. The data system is still the

-'a-iit, 'o,f;the profession. In many cases, most cases, it provides modern tools for

-~.rt9sis-iii:id treatment.

·~C.J,{ill it go beyond this? Is there any possibility that computerisation may impact

~e:.'he8J:irig professions in the way it promises to impact the automobile assembly line

'9rker,?,Some writers think it could happen.

-":;:At the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, an automatic analyser is

ook~d:.to: the hospital's big computers. It tests ~lood samples ~nd other data. The hospital

a,s~::developed a medical computer language. Using one programme a young doctor is

'~~-!i$htea with the simulated 'patient' with ce,rtain symptoms. At each step, the

rofeSEi,fonat, .has the choice of action - and the simulated 'patient' responds. If the

~ppfi;!$sioricl errs, the programme makes it clear. A fatal error and the programme drily

.1!1fbrms. -its interrogator that the patient has died.3 Siml,lIators have been around for

:,5?rne:ti~e;iri the training of airline pilots: also people who carry in their deciSions great

,respori'$ibility for lives and property. There is no doubt that the diagnostic decision of the

:J:lealing sCiences lend themselves to adapted forms of this simulated professional training.

::But if if is possible for training, will it not go beyond into treatment itself? Can we look

;to' the day when patients will'be linked in their hospital beds to central computers which

:;.rill 'constantly monitor their state, diagnose the signs and present the professional with an

~instant printout suggesting dangers, the probable diagnosis and the reasons therefor?
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If this' seems a fantastic suggestion to' you, it <;lid not for Christopher Evans

when he wrote' his book The Mighty Micro. In chapter 9 titled 'The Decline of the

Professions' Evans advances this thesis:

The erosion of the power of the estalished professions will be a striking feature

of the second phase of the computer revolution. It will be as marked ,and

'perhaps even more so as the· intrusion into the work of the skilled nnd

semi-skilled, although the notion of precipitous unemployment Bmong factory

workers and clerks tends to be the centre of debate. The vulnerability of the

professions is tied up with their specinl strength '- the fact that they act as

exclUsive repositories and disseminators of specialist knowledge.4

Evans' thesis'is that at the heart of [;lrofessional skills is accumulated knowledge and

information. He concedes at once 'the element of craft: no computer in the foreseeable

future will replace the human_ surgeon's skill or the advocate's oratory. He concedes the

special.element of wisdom and the importance of human judgment and discretion. Having .

conceded these qualities, w.hich may be impervious to the. impact of the microchip; "Evans

still ar~es that a great deal of the routine work of the professions is just that: routi~e. It'

involves the application of accumulated knowledge to established facts. Not 'only does

Evans believe that computers will be able to do much of the work of professiona.1s at this

level. His assertion is tha1 computers will be able to do the job better•
.;." ---

In support of this contention, Evans cites .the case of medical intervfewi.ng

which computer experts have been looking at during the whole of the i70s:

The initial questions (the 'history taking' in. medical parlance) are extremely

. easy to formalise, and the preliminar~ diagnosis - for example a possible gas~ic

Ulcer - and the decision about further investigation and treatmen~ - a

recomm endation to. X-ray, a special diet and so on - follow more or less,

8utomaticallyin the majority of cases. Computer programmes have aIre,a,dy

been written which take satisfactory histories in a large variety of co~mon

complaiI}-ts, make relatively simple recommendations for follow-up studies and

even offer tentative diagnoses. And they do it all with such panache. tj1atthe

majority of patients. interviewed by the computer prefer it to the doctot~ Th~re

is also clear evidences that many patients are more truthful when they talk: to

the computer and are more Willing to reveal their secrets to it than. to a Imman

being. In some experiments in a Glasgow hospital patients suspect,edof being

alcoholics were interviewed by a specially tailored computer program'!1e; tljey.

admitted drinking 50% more alcohol to the computer than they -did to the

clinic's highly trained conSUltants.
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other experiments, patients visiting psycho-sexual clinics showed real

,;,e~erness to chat about sexual hangups to a computer, in striking constrast to

_~t~~~ir r~lu.ctance to talk to the most sympathetic resident psychiatrist.5
~."'-', .

rediction that the ·'.980s would see the healing professions turning increasingly to
t".1,F'l<

i;s",,-seems a safe one. In a country with large ethnic populations, specially

~~'ed_;'i~terrogations in ethnic languages via computer have a particular usefulness.
~.,./.;.,-. ::-

"h-;~B;_?y-,suggested that we ar~ turnin~ out too many doctors from our medical

-.-tn~ jmpact of computerisation on the' healing professions will not be to create

~~:~Jprthe orthodox professional. It will be to create more jobs for the

~rist. The number of decisions requiring Wisdom, experience- and skill will be
,.' -"-

::,::.'f)!"h,e needs .for true professional jUdgment, released from the routine of

.mFi~.s:,., }'Jill be fewer. The skills ,required on fewer occasions by smaller numbers

"".".~:gi~~~rE:!nt. They will bE:!<;,:ome the skills of interpreting the prOduct of technological

tis.,:"

~.~asten t~ say that nobody is predicting' that we are on the brink of 8 world in

~,<d,~!sion to remove an arm will be made by robot computer. Of course this will

BB;~r .at:ld the revolution of which I speak will not occur overnight. But if we look

~~,;.~J~. Century, there is scarcely a phase of life that will not be affected by the new

stion sciences. The point I want to make is that the professions will not be exempt

tri0.-c~~-iS. They and their professional organisations should begin considering the
.,~~" .. ,
p]i~.ations for their members, for society and indeed for professionalism itself which the

",,",;'-,,"';"'''' . .

v'blution in information sciences will produce. A professional who carries around with
'," C~',;",-",__.",·;, •

m<,jJ1.J"lis head the wisdom of his science or skills, amidst a society that did not share that
.'.':"",,-.,~,;-.,, .- .
}Q~(:~ccess to knowledge and skill ,is looked 0!1 with respectful awe by laymen. He is a

_~r~~(jWfe'rent person to the professional of tomorrow. Tomorrow's doctor will be one of

::~y;p~ th.e receiving end of computerised data an.d his skill will be in the use to which

-h~t:,?a.ta is put. The process which began with external tests, X-rays, E.B.G.s, and so on

on.,gt1ues. apace into the age of CAT scanners and computerised medical monitoring. It is

;)it~in~~ble that the professions alone will be exempt from: such fundamental changes.

-hey 'should ready themselves for the implications they have for professionalis'm.
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THE SERVICE PROFESSIONS: LAW, ACCOUNTING ETC.

Nor will my own profession, the lawyers, nor the accountants, the public

administrators or other service professions be exempt from the new technology. In the

retrieval of legal information (which has less room fOf.individual variants than is allowed

by biological idiosyncracies) there is everything to be said for computerisationof legal.

and like data as a tool to aid professional~. The process has already begun. In the Un'ited

States there are larg"e system bY which statutes· and case law can be ~etrieved from

computerised data bases. In Britain a .national grid of computerised legal information,

known as the National Law Library, has recently been inaugurated by~ord Senrman.6 It

will permit the supply of legal material to the jUdiciary and the legal ~rofession ina:

number of centres throughout the United Kingdom. Some believe"that coni~uters are being
used only just in time to help lawyers cope with the massively expanding volu~eof

statutes and case law and the escalating costs which researching the law (and ""simpiy

finding out what the law is), involves, if traditional means of human endeavour "are used~

The U.K. National Law Library is a wholly professional body established by the"

professional societies of baITisters and solicitors. Lord Scarman is the first President of

the !'rust. Seminars ar.e being held all over the United Kingdom to explain the principles

developed for data base composition and access to ordinary members of the legal',

profession. The accounting profession, which since tne Second World War cannily'

out-m"anoeuvred the legal profession in important areas of tax, corporate and securities

law advice,has an equal interest in these deve!opmen,ts.

In Australia, despite a national committee on the computerisation of legal &3.ta

in 1974, progress is occurring at a snail's pace. In the Federal sphere, the co~monwealth

Statute Book has been computerised (but not the Regulations apd Ordinances). An aitenipe~'

has begun to put the reports of the High Court of Australia, the Commonwealth "Lav?':':
Reports, on computer (but not the re!:,orts of the Supreme Courts of the ·stBte~).,'" '

Accessibility to the Federal computer is at present limited to Federal officers. ~Our':

Parliaments continue to produce large numbers of laws. More than a thousand ACts, o.~:

Parliament were produced by Parliaments in Australia last year: and all of us are~ deem..e'd:
to know the law. Yet with some notable exceptioos, inadequate efforts are made~byf:;_;:

Governments to ensure that the professions concerned, let alone the public generally; are':

ke[)t informed of these changes and have them at their fingertips. '
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J'::~-pa,rt 'from the servicing function promised by eventual computer retrieval of

~~:/Yl~l the -impact of the microchip go beyond this in the professions of law,

and public administration? I suspect that it will.

the first place, there is no reason Why much routine interrogation could not

'by specially programr'led computers to 'diagnose' legal as well as physiological

-'/~~ittich of the present litigation in Australia, for example, involving motor

~Ht~~i;dEm:tsJ industrial and workers' compensation cases, would readily lend itself to

,rrf~"of routine analysis. Yet such litigation is said to constitute about 90% of the bulk

;~-"':~~~-'~ustralian courts. Having regard to our adversary mode of trial, I do not

.-til,€! computer replacing the barrister or, I should say, the jUdge. Though in truth

·i'f~'the. work of each is routine and susceptible in p~rt to automation, notions of

~fl;'-:~~dgment and the way we presently do things, require that for the foreseeable
~". ", '. ' .
~~Y_~tfie'barristers' skills of advocacy and the jUdges' discernment, wisdom and

~'~t'ShOUld be immune from computer controls'.
f'~"">'

That is not to say that each will not be radically /(ffected by the

puterisation of society. I predict that within a decade or so jUdges and barristers will

'~~'~_:.at their respective tables computer retrieval equipment to secure instanter relevant

_£ttrt~s--"find case law. I do hope that in the costly enterprise of the High Court in

,~be'rra and other ne~:~rourthouses,provision is being made for the installation of these

:v.tces':fri the foreseeable future. Just as the generation of schoolchildren of today were

.t~'f-M:'Sed from the multiplication tables on the back page of the school exercise book and

haq:e:adapted with facility to the portable calculator of the 70s, 50 judges and barristers
, ""
f~lh~'~:foture will, I am sure, have instant access to their data: their professional skills

elng more productively devoted to using and considering data rather than, as at present

,i#·tt:oo often, searching and finding it. Evans, in.his The Might Micro puts it thus:

The law which seems even more mysterious and im[)enetrable will also find

itself being subjected to the [)hysical gaze of COffi[)uter [)rogrammers, and

systems analysts. And when it does, its im[)enetrability may turn out to be

equally illusory. Legal matters, it is true, have ao different kind of de[)th and

SUbtlety..... Precedent is all-important - what happened in this ,case in 1964, to

that judgment in 1888, to that a[)peal in 1932. But this is precisely the kind of

information which can easily b~ lodged in a computer's brain and which can be

called up at the [)ress of the right button by anyone follow·ing the simplest boo~

of rules.
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It is diffieult to see how the 19805 will get far under way before, the economic

advantages of [collecting] the Iawin computer terms are recogni~ed. Prob,ably

the main thrust towards computerised legal-administration will come from big

companies who would like to simplify or eliminate this traditionally expensive

. facet of their internal bureaucracy.?"

It is one thing for computers to aid the lawyer with data and to supply instructions in a

systematic, detailed way. These devices should actually help to get more people to the

law. But are there threats- to the already over-manned professions working in the ~aw? I

believe there are. The threat is more to the solicitor and accountant than to the barrister.

In the case o:fsolicitors it arises out of ,that bread and butter staple of the., legal

profession: land transfers and conveyancing. When I told the Surveyors' Congress in Hobart

earlier this year that they would live to see a computerised land title system ,and land use

data bank, I was denounced by the Past President of the New South Wales Law· Society as

a 'misty-eyed dreamer'. But ~the process has already begun in Britain., With a more

intensive land use, old established diversions and less favourable legal regime, the British

have begun the proces:: of linking aerial photography with land u~e data. 1 have absolutely

no doubt that the same thing will happen in Australia. It is only a matter of time.

A recent report of the Scottish Royal Commission on Legal .servi.ces

recommended that la"j.-et-s in Scotland should not retain their exclusive right to undertake

domestic conveyancing for a fee. A similar monopoly is enjoyed by the legal profession in

many States of this country, inclUding Victoria. Its retention was recently upheld by the

Dawson Committee Report in Victoria. The Scottish Royal 'Commission came to a

different conclusion. It further urged that thought should be given to theregistra.tioTlof

title and the introduction of a simple, computerised c.onveyancing system provided at low

cost by the State, so that domestic conveya~cing could become a matter of re]atively

cheap routine. Again this will not come about overnight. But neither in Scotland nor in

Australia does the world owe the professions a living. A great deal of ,the routine work of

th,e legal, accounting and administrative professions are susceptible to compu,terisation.

Conveyancing is a notable example•.But there are others. In the accountants' world is

there any doubt ·that the auditor's function will change greatly as more and,:more 'records

are computerised? Already the word processor, with its capacity to retrieve precedents

with appropriate modifications, is showing what can be done. The high costs of the

delivery of legal and accounting services and. the burden these costs place ,upon access to

justice and to legal rights will force govemments and professions to look for new ways of

efficiently organising at least the routine work.
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will have implications for the future -role and functions of the professions

if-e~~"i-Xgain my point -is that we should'· not' wait for these changes to overtake us

eh::'-':li'ke~-'Luddites resist them to the death. The responsible' and indeed the

<,' tb6~fapproach will be to anticipate them and rethink in a pUblic spirited way, the

:'-~ti6rtstheyhave for the proper functions of highly trained professional people.

'::',-'.0:- _',_' implications of what the French have called the 'informatisation' of society

~i,:"-ltl~:-';t'€a:Ching profession are also enormous. Pocket calculators have been accepted

~f~t~hoJi'_,~e Western school system. They are only the forerunners -of computerised

,~2:hr'ri.~'''aides-·and learning devices. In Britain, the late '70s saw'the development of the

p~1ir~a~;~MINNIE, no bigger than a calCUlator and weighing about the same, able to

:r~~~;'~~:::'the English language into French or any other language for which it is

~,rpi~iliJned. Evans describes,the development thus:

In its earliest form MINNIE had a relatively small vocabulary - a few hundred

only 'and operated off a micro processor' chip with a memory of about two

'kilobytes. Even so, users found it really helped them to brush up their French.

:~~. But these tiny memories are completely unrepresentative of what such

teaching aiclJY:;Ji':.vm come equipped with as we move into th~ 80s. Chips

containing over 100 kilobytes of information -' the, equivalent of thousands of

. 'English words - are already being manufactured, and even bigger memories are

on the drawing board. By'the mid 80s, complete book dictionaries will easily be

packed into mini-type devices and by the end of the decade the 'chips of these

tiny computers could contain not just one but several common languages.8

Th~ 1J:se: in language i"nstruction is only the first and most obvious of the ways in which the

c'()rrlputer will be used in teaching:

Computers are 'advancing on a variety of fronts. Portable computers can

already be plugged into T.V. sets, ~llowing full 'colour displays, and even the

generation or manipulation of graphic material - ,sophisticated versions of

[present} games ••. and can be 'linked up to other computers to allow .'group'

work. Voice output in the form of limited synthetic speech·is already available

at low cost and in many of the language teaChers, the computer will not only

display the text but also speak it.
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Computers which r~cognise the human voice and could correct s(?oken words

and phrases, drawing attention to pronunciation and accent problems, are not

likely to be commercially viable before the '" middle term, but they will come.

Really powerJul interactive computers capable of having extensive

conversations with their users~••• will not be available until the 19905 or later.9

One of the winners of the Brain of Britain'contestlO revealed that the'way he did it was

by having throughout his house a number of encyclopaedias which he could examine from

time to tim-e. How much easier it would be with a pocket calculator, ever-ready to fill Qur

minds with diverting, instructive information. Whilst the value of'lbrowsing' should not be.

underestimated, nor the marvellous facility of the human mind to link previously Unlinked

data in an unscientific way, there is little; doubt that both for the content o~ ed~cation

and for the techniques of instruction about which we know SO little, the information

sciences will present great opportunities and challenges to the teaching profession. Agai!1!

however, they may reduce the ,need for teachers by SUbstituting B:utornated instrl:lctionfor

many of the routine tasks presently done by man.

The truth is that ~he world is abQut to move on from the era where knOWledge

come~ locked up in devices known as books, knowledge which can only be

released once the keys to their use have been acquired. In the era it is about to

enter, the books will come down from their shelves, 'unlock and release their

c,onte~ts, and cajole, ev~n bes'ee~h, their owners to make use of them. 11

CONCLUSIONS

.Last yea~ I att~nded a conference organised on the initiative'of the then President of

the FrenGhRepublic, M. Valery Giscard d'Esta!ng. ,The ,object of the conference was 1'0'

bring together people of many disciplines both from France and elseWhere to fo?us~, ~~t '. ',',
collective mind of the French nation for a period.of 8' we~ on the irnplications:of.,th,~;~;<_,

prospective inforinatisation of socie~y. The great opportunities of the new technology, -

were underlined many times. Ther~ were ironies. When the French Telecommunications~

Minister spoke of the coming age of teletext and -telefacsimile, when letters would, no:: ,

longer be posted but would be sent automatically from one horne televic;ion ter,t:J1inaLto;·

another, angry Frenchmen in the audience rose· to complain that he would' do better ~to',: '

attend to the backlog of 5 million French citizens waiting for 'good old-fnshioned,~

telephone.s'.
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this, the prospects of the future were ~)Q.inted with a broad brush and

:m~lications thoughtfully and carefully honsidered. The French conference identified

~er of dangers' for France as perceived in the new technology. First, there was a

. ~;ab6ut the impact of the new technology on employment. Here there were

"is'ts fwd-pessimists. The [)essimists prediced gloomy replacement of large numbers of

\-;§7aha unemployment in geogrsl'hical pockets of France where automation took over

h~Ynrih· iabour. The optimists predicted many new jobs, though they conceded that

~:\w()ti14:not -be suital)le for those thrown out of work.

The vulnerability of a society dependent on nuclear fission and computerised

"fblmk:tii~-' was stre~ed by meany speakers. It is so much easier to damage a society

h'ldh~hores-vitat information in centralised computers, portable tapes and microchips

h~R-';~;-sdciely with information scattered in many places.

The danger for individual liberties was also identified. The people of Western

~lp;:qpe have in recent memory been through a regime controlled by personal dossiers in

~.hi,~,ry~ the st~rage of vital personal information was literally a ma tter, of life and den tho

L:h:eY,"'are therefore,-understandably, more sensitive to the implications for liberty of the

:~Iiew. i~forni.ation sciences thB;D we are in Australia. But even here, the alert has now been.

~:-;$~uncied. The Law Reform Commission's discussion papers on protection of privacy in the

·-corrfpilterised society are now being widely distributed and discussed by expert and citizen

-'"'~:W-ike~ We have proposed laws for the protection of privacy of personal information. The

c .~goveminent has undertaken, upon receipt of our final report, to introduce Federal

·\i~gislation for the protection of individual privacy in Australia.

The most acute and emotional.of the French concerns however, was none of the

abov'e~ It was the concern that in the onrush: of computerisation, with data bases in the

",EngiiSlnanguage, frequently in the'United States, the French would'lose their 1culture' and

· -'mission'. The fear 'was expressed that ,in fu~ure the history of France would be written

frorif':Eilgtish- translations of Le Monde newspaper, stored and analysed in a data base in

Chi~a.gb: .Though our concerns in Australia are somewhat different, each of the issues

identified by the French conference should have the attention of thinking' 'Australians.

Eac!l has implications for our country too.

But the point of what I came to s.ay tonight is that computerisation has

implications not only for our country but also for our professions. To· some extent

computers will liberate the professions from routine, systematic, preliminary tasks which

can be equally done, and better done, by interrogation by machines of heightening

intelligence.
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To some extent the computers will replace the routine tasks 'ofcheckiii-g,

monitoring and testing the problemaf the client, patient or pupil.

But if the professions think that they will be immune from the onrush of the

comp·uterisation of· Australian society, they should think again.· True it -is; some·'

professionals look safer than others for the time being. Others look distinctly. vu~,!er8ble;'.

The need for large numbers to perform routine tasks will probably be diminis~e~ either

because the technology will restructure the tasks or because the tasks, being _routine, will

be susceptible to automation in the professional's office. In his analysis of the impact of

'The Mighty Micro' on the professions, Christopher Evans talks of "the. -d~clineof

professions'. He does not, mark you, predict their fall. A role for ju~ment,"discreti,OJ'l,

wisdom and the pursuit of excellence, the idiosyncratic linka,ge of previously unperc~ive~

connections are all facets of the still unique intelligence of man. They re!T!,ain the

indispensable qualities of professionalism. Many commentators believe that the challenges

before the professions today are :"

The decline in respect for institutions

The greater number of citizens having access to professionals

The growth of consumerism

The growing role of government

,The persistent ipEllnation of professionals to 'live on their fat! and .to: 'spurn

compUlsory continuing education

The repeated disappointment of professionals 'gone bad'.

For my own part, 1 believe that in the long-ter'm, the greatest challenge to the professi'ons

may be none of these but the challenge of science "and technology. I predict- that it will

change the functions of the profession81 of th~ future. 1 predict that it will reduc~ ~he .",:'

need for the current numbers of professionals. I ,predict that it will change the percept}on

of professionalism itself. If recent developments of technology are any guid~,a~of t.rye.se _

changes will come upon us with a dynamic that we are not expecting. Profe~ional bodies.,~,

and those who lead them should begin consciously to consider the computertsatiori_ ~of

society and' its.implications for professionals and professionalism.
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